Transforming eDiscovery & Enterprise Search of Data in the Cloud
X1 Discovery Announces New Cloud-Deployable Capabilities for X1 Rapid Discovery Version 4,
eDiscovery & Search in the Cloud or Anywhere in the Enterprise
PASADENA, Calif. --(April 17, 2012)-- X1 Discovery, Inc., announces a major product release for X1
TM
Rapid Discovery – a proven, and now truly cloud-deployable – eDiscovery and enterprise search
solution enabling quick identification, search, and collection of distributed data wherever it resides in the
cloud or within the enterprise. With X1 Rapid Discovery’s significantly improved eDiscovery capabilities,
corporations, law firms and consultants can now quickly access, search, triage and collect their data in
their existing cloud environments, without having to first export that data; thereby transforming how they
address the challenges of search, collection and analysis of cloud-based data. While other eDiscovery
products require migrating or even shipping your data to the vendor tools, X1 Rapid Discovery is a
hardware-independent software solution that uniquely installs and operates on demand where your data
currently resides.
Cloud eDiscovery and search is a growing challenge for organizations. According to a recent PwC report,
the cloud infrastructure will account for 30% of IT expenditures by 2014 but eDiscovery and search of
cloud based data has proven to be very complicated, expensive and time-consuming --until now. “With X1
Rapid Discovery, we offer the first eDiscovery and enterprise search solution that is deployable in the
cloud, right next to the data, or anywhere else within the enterprise,” said John Patzakis, President and
CEO of X1 Discovery, “this is advanced technology unlike any other in the market today.” Patzakis adds,
“our development team of eDiscovery industry veterans and Idealab technologists strive to deliver
disruptive eDiscovery technology and we are eager to bring this powerful eDiscovery solution to market,
after many months of intensive development on this version 4.”
X1 Rapid Discovery provides these revolutionary capabilities due to its distinctive ability to install
remotely, in a matter of minutes, without costly and rigid hardware requirements. Other eDiscovery tools
that are hardware appliance based, or require days or even weeks of on-premise manual installation and
configuration, do not by definition truly support the cloud. X1 Rapid Discovery’s easy to use web interface,
federated search capabilities, matter centric work-flow, and high speed culling of up to terabytes of data,
transform how legal and IT professionals conduct eDiscovery and enterprise search in the cloud and
throughout the enterprise.
X1 Rapid Discovery is available for sale on April 17, 2012. For more information about X1 Rapid
Discovery, visit http://www.x1discovery.com/rapid_discovery.html or contact Cathryn Goodman by phone
at 626-229-3071 or by email at cgoodman@x1discovery.com.

About X1 Discovery, Inc.
X1 Discovery offers next generation collection and ECA solutions specifically designed for investigative,
electronic discovery and legal professionals. Built upon the market leading X1 search solution for
business professionals, X1 Discovery delivers eDiscovery that provides a platform for social media
eDiscovery and effectively supports investigations of cloud-based data. X1 Discovery was founded by
Idealab, a creator and operator of technology businesses, and is powered by award winning and patented
X1 Search Technology for business professionals.
Follow X1 Discovery on Twitter , Facebook, LinkedIn, and YouTube.
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